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Full Whack 2015-09-17

from the author of the latest official james bond novel charlie higson s thrillers are major events mark

billingham piercing wit and accelerated action in finely paced style time out lively narration a

superabundance of action gruesome and hilarious evening standard dennis the menace pike former wild

man of tottenham is going grey and going straight anyway it was hard work being a yob the birds the

brawls the endless beers and he hasn t really got the energy any more for life on the edge then two old

faces turn up from the past the bishop brothers chas and noel famously inept they were bad news then

and they haven t aged well what s worse they need pike s expertise on a scheme wealth distribution

really offloading one of the old gang s ill gotten millions robbing the robbers now what s criminal about

that pike still haunted by what happened one wreckless night all those years ago refuses to get involved

but old habits die hard and when he suddenly finds his bank account tampered with pike is drawn back

into a world he spent ten years escaping thug or mug he is nevertheless forced to confront a man so

psychotically unhinged that his own youth seems like mere kids stuff a slick razor sharp novel full whack

is packed full of searing wit scurrilous characters and nefarious knock about

The Enemy 2009-09-03

the first unputdownable adventure story in this phenomenal series from the author of the bestselling young

bond series and award winning comedy writer and performer the fast show down the line charlie higson

they ll chase you they ll rip you open they ll feed on you when the sickness came every parent policeman

politician every adult fell ill the lucky ones died the others are crazed confused and hungry only children

under fourteen remain and they re fighting to survive now there are rumours of a safe place to hide and

so a gang of children begin their quest across london where all through the city down alleyways in

deserted houses underground the grown ups lie in wait but can they make it there alive

The Fear (The Enemy Book 3) 2011-09-15

he doesn t know it but dognut is about to set off a chain of events that will affect every kid in the city the

sickness struck everyone over the age of fourteen mothers and fathers older brothers sisters and best

friends no one escaped its touch and now children across london are being hunted by ferocious grown

ups they re hungry they re bloodthirsty and they aren t giving up dognut and the rest of his crew want to

find their lost friends and set off on a deadly mission from the tower of london to buckingham palace and

beyond as the sickos lie in wait but who are their friends and who is the enemy in this changed world

The Hunted 2015-06-02

the sickness struck everyone sixteen and older first it twisted their minds next it ravaged their bodies now

the sickos roam the streets crazed and hungry for young flesh ella s friends had told her that the country

would be safer than the city they were wrong now they re dead and ella s all alone alone that is except



for her silent rescuer scarface but she doesn t even know if he s a kid or a grown up back in london ed is

determined to find ella and keep his promise to small sam that he will reunite sister and brother but

getting out of town has never been more dangerous it seems that every sicko in the country is coming

from all directions almost as if they re being summoned to the capital will anything be able to stop the

invading horde

The Dead (An Enemy Novel) 2012-05-22

the dead begins one year before the action in the enemy just after the disaster a terrible disease has

struck everyone sixteen and over leaving them either dead or a decomposing flesh eating creature the

action starts in a boarding school just outside london where all the teachers have turned into sickos a few

kids survive and travel by bus into the city the bus driver an adult named greg seems to be unaffected by

the disease then he begins to show the dreaded signs outer blisters and inner madness the kids escape

greg and end up at the imperial war museum a huge fire in south london drives them all to the thames

and eventually over the river to the tower of london it is there they will meet up with the kids in the enemy

in book 3 the fear

The Dead (The Enemy Book 2) 2010-09-16

the second heart stopping mind blowing book in this killer series from the author of the best selling young

bond series and award winning comedy writer and performer the fast show down the line charlie higson a

terrible disease is striking everyone over the age of fourteen death walks the streets nowhere is safe

maxie blue and the rest of the holloway crew aren t the only kids trying to escape the ferocious adults

who prey on them jack and ed are best friends but their battle to stay alive tests their friendship to the

limit as they go on the run with a mismatched group of other kids nerds fighters misfits and one adult greg

a butcher who claims he s immune to the disease they must work together if they want to make it in this

terrifying new world but as a fresh disaster threatens to overwhelm london they realize they won t all

survive lord of the flies with zombies tons of nail biting action rick riordan creator of percy jackson

The Hunted (The Enemy Book 6) 2014-09-04

the hunted is charlie higson s sixth terrifying installment in the thrilling the enemy series the sickness

struck everyone over fourteen first it twisted their minds next it ravaged their bodies now they roam the

streets crazed and hungry the others had promised that the countryside would be safer than the city they

were wrong now ella s all alone except for her silent rescuer scarface and she s not even sure if he s a

kid or a grown up back in london ed s determined to find her but getting out of town s never been more

dangerous because coming in the other direction is every sicko in the country it s like they re being called

towards the capital and nothing is going to stop them in the penultimate book in the enemy series the

survivors stories cross with chilling consequences



The Fallen (The Enemy Book 5) 2013-09-12

the fallen by charlie higson is the fifth awesome book in the enemy series first the sickness rotted the

adults minds then their bodies now they stalk the streets hunting human flesh the holloway crew are

survivors they ve fought their way across london and made it to the natural history museum alive just but

the fight will never end while the enemy lives unless there s another way the kids at the museum are

looking for a cure all they need are medical supplies to get them means a journey down unknown roads

roads where not only crazed hungry sickos hide in the shadows suddenly it s not so clear who or what

they re fighting the fourth terrifying part of charlie higson s bestselling enemy series the enemy is among

us 2013 is the year of zombies with brad pitt s world war z and nicholas holt s warm bodies films hitting

cinemas lord of the flies with zombies rick riordan creator of the percy jackson series charlie higson is the

bestselling author of young bond and creator of the fast show perfect for bloodthirsty fans of 28 days later

and darren shan s zom b series

Full Whack 1995

from the author of the latest official james bond novel charlie higson s thrillers are major events mark

billingham an off beat atmospheric novel mirror written with chilling perception time out i do not believe

that a man can be truly happy unless he fully understands what he is and can act accordingly how can it

be wrong to be happy these lines are taken from will s diary a seemingly innocuous exercise book which

details his house breaking activities will carefully selects houses forty seven so far ensuring their owners

will be in as they cook their supper or watch television will wearing surgical gloves and leaving no trace

behind enters not only their houses but their secret lives a secret museum housed in his loft is held

together by sex all his trophies are carefully catalogued and he keeps a very precise diary of his activities

and his thoughts all his life tom kendall had lived as quietly and normally as possible but he gave people

the creeps kids didn t like him or the cat when tom discovers will s diary he decides to adopt the same

quest for happiness tom has problems of his own a difficult temper problems with his girlfriend maddie

and an overwhelming sense of powerlessness perhaps will s diary holds the key

Happy Now 2015-09-17

the sickness infected everyone sixteen and over and no one escaped its terror now kids all over london

are forming alliegances and battling grown ups in order to survive but who is a friend and who is an

enemy

The Fear 2012-06-12

young james bond must take a series of dangerous gambles to decipher a code that will save a

kidnapped professor



Double Or Die 2012

a terrible disease is striking everyone over the age of fourteen death walks the streets nowhere is safe

maxie blue and the rest of the holloway crew aren t the only kids trying to escape the ferocious adults

who prey on them jack and ed are best friends but their battle to stay alive tests their friendship to the

limit as they go on the run with a mismatched group of other kids nerds fighters misfits and one adult greg

a butcher who claims he s immune to the disease they must work together if they want to make it in this

terrifying new world but as a fresh disaster threatens to overwhelm london they realize they won t all

survive higson has got the balance of blood and gore just right daily mirrror clever fast paced inventive

guardian visit the enemy co uk for more gore visit the author online at charliehigson co uk

The Dead 2010

this prequel to the adventures of james bond 007 introduces us to the young james when he s just started

boarding school in england and is about to become involved in his first adventure

The Young Bond Series, Book One Silverfin (A James Bond Adventure,

special market edition) 2005-12-15

石油資源が枯渇し 経済社会体制が激変 地球温暖化により気候変動が深刻化した近未来アメリカ 少年ネイラーは廃船から貴重な金属を回収

するシップブレイカーとして日々の糧を得ていた ある日ネイラーは 超弩級のハリケーンに蹂躙された後のビーチに 高速船が打ち上げられ

ているのを発見する 船内には美しい黒髪と黒い目をした少女が横たわっていた ねじまき少女 でsf界の頂点に立った新鋭が描く冒険sf

シップブレイカー 2012-08

they ll chase you they ll rip you open they ll feed on you the sacrifice book 4 small sam and his unlikely

ally the kid have survived they re safe with ed and his friends at the tower of london but sam is desperate

to find his sister their search for ella means sam and the kid must cross the forbidden zone and what

awaits them there is more terrifying than any of the horror they ve suffered so far the fallen book 5 the

holloway crew are survivors they ve fought their way across london and made it to the natural history

museum alive just but the fight will never end while the enemy lives the kids at the museum are looking

for a cure all they need are medical supplies to get them means a journey down unknown roads suddenly

it s not so clear who or what they re fighting the hunted book 6 the others had promised that the

countryside would be safer than the city they were wrong now ella s all alone except for her silent rescuer

scarface and she s not even sure if he s a kid or a grown up back in london ed s determined to find her

but getting out of town s never been more dangerous because coming in the other direction is every sicko

in the country



The Enemy Series, Books 4-6 2015-10-29

as the sun blazes over the caribbean island of lagrimas negras its ruler is watching and waiting on the

mainland in the quiet town of tres hermanas ex flying ace jack stone leaves his son and daughter in the

company of james bond but a gang of thieves lie in ambush they want stone s precious safe and will kill

for its contents

Hurricane Gold 2007

shadowman realizing that saint george s army is headed toward the center of london has raced ahead to

warn the kids of the impending disaster he knows that he has to make them understand somehow that

they are going to have to work together this means that nicola and her kids at the houses of parliament

david and his kids at buckingham palace matt at st paul s general jordan hordern and his troops at the

tower of london the squatters in st james park and all the kids at the natural history museum must unite

but will they do it in time the book culminates in a massive pitched battle in hyde park how will it play out

who will be the winners and who the losers one thing is certain this series will not go out with a whimper

The End 2016-06-07

can t get enough of charlie higson s gruesome enemy series this exclusive short story will satisfy that

thirst for more blood and gore in a changed world where adults have become sickos ravaged by disease

everyone under the age of fourteen is fighting to survive chris and his friends are determined to mark

world book day but when a fellow survivor turns against them they re left defenceless can they stop a

gruesome attack from their violent enemy in a deadly battle of geeks vs zombies

The Enemy: Geeks vs Zombies 2013-04-04

the fallen by charlie higson is the fifth awesome book in the enemy series first the sickness rotted the

adults minds then their bodies now they stalk the streets hunting human flesh the holloway crew are

survivors they ve fought their way across london and made it to the natural history museum alive just but

the fight will never end while the enemy lives unless there s another way the kids at the museum are

looking for a cure all they need are medical supplies to get them means a journey down unknown roads

roads where not only crazed hungry sickos hide in the shadows suddenly it s not so clear who or what

they re fighting the fourth terrifying part of charlie higson s bestselling enemy series the enemy is among

us 2013 is the year of zombies with brad pitt s world war z and nicholas holt s warm bodies films hitting

cinemas lord of the flies with zombies rick riordan creator of the percy jackson series charlie higson is the

bestselling author of young bond and creator of the fast show perfect for bloodthirsty fans of 28 days later

and darren shan s zom b series



The Fallen 2014-04-29

charlie higson s thrillers are major events mark billingham funny very tough and full of action patricia

highsmith uncoils with wit and imagination time out it seemed straightforward enough sean had now

consumed so much alcohol that everything seemed perfectly reasonable he d started planning the job

already the first problem was how to do it thirteen thousand pounds in an envelope seems a fair price for

a man s life particularly if you don t know the man he seems a nonentity and you quite fancy his wife and

there s no chance of being caught sean is a drifter working as a building labourer and waiting for

something to happen when sean is offered easy money to tail someone and even more easy money to

dispose of him it s all more tempting than you might think except when you realize that you ve been led

up the garden path the whole way king of the ants is dark disturbing and violently comic in the tradition of

both joe orton and iain banks charlie higson pinpoints the casual vagaries of evil and its attendant powers

unnerving horribly accurate and wickedly enjoyable it remains higson s finest book

King Of The Ants 2015-09-17

the sickness destroyed everyone over the age of fourteen all across london diseased adults are waiting

hungry predators with rotten flesh and ravaged minds small sam and his unlikely ally the kid have

survived they re safe with ed and his friends at the tower of london but sam is desperate to find his sister

their search for ella means sam and the kid must cross the forbidden zone and what awaits them there is

more terrifying than any of the horror they ve suffered so far lord of the flies with zombies rick riordan

creator of the percy jackson series charlie higson is the bestselling author of young bond and creator of

the fast show perfect for bloodthirsty fans of darren shan and 28 days later

The Sacrifice (The Enemy Book 4) 2012-09-20

everything you ever wanted to know about the boy who became the man who became the legend now in

paperback featuring a brand new story by charlie higson the young bond dossier is the complete and

definitive guide to the world and adventures of young bond packed with information from in depth

character profiles to the cars the weapons and the exotic locations plus facts stats photographs maps and

illustrations by kev walker this book is both a must have for young bond fans and a perfect introduction to

the megaselling series

Danger Society 2010

the holloway crew having made it to the natural history museum barely alive continues to seek a cure for

the disease but when the children return to the streets for medical supplies it is no longer clear who or

what is their enemy



On His Majesty's Secret Service 2023-05-04

young bond hurricane gold is the fourth book in the iconic young bond action series by charlie higson

james bond is staring death in the face as the sun blazes over the caribbean island of lagrimas negras its

bloodthirsty ruler is watching and waiting criminals come here to hide with blood on their hands and

escape on their minds on the mainland in the quiet town of tres hermanas ex flying ace jack stone leaves

his son and daughter in the company of james bond but a gang of thieves lies in ambush they want stone

s precious safe and will kill for its contents james embarks on a deadly chase through the mexican jungle

on this terrifying trail of greed and betrayal only danger is guaranteed survival is not action packed and

not for the faint hearted daily mail double oh so good sunday times youngbond com

The Fallen 2015-08-14

kidnapping explosions murder this is no ordinary weekend but then james bond is no ordinary boy in a

north london cemetery a professor is kidnapped at gunpoint then a suspicious letter crammed with cryptic

clues arrives at eton to decipher the deadly mystery james bond must take a series of dangerous gambles

once the code is cracked he has just forty eight hours to save the professor from the dark forces that

threaten to destroy them both and if they can t escape it s not only their future under threat it s the rest of

the world s

Young Bond Hurricane Gold 2012-05-29

in london after a worldwide sickness infects adults turning them into zombie like creatures dognut and his

crew embark on a deadly mission to find missing friends as hungry bloodthirsty grownups lie in wait

The Young Bond Series, Book Three: Double or Die (A James Bond

Adventure) 2009-03-10

most people travel to corfu to escape the real world for a couple of weeks and embrace the fantasy of

olive trees sandy beaches and little fishing boats bobbing on sparkling blue water under a warm sun but

not mcintyre mcintyre s a fixer specialising in getting people out of places they don t want to be with the

minimum of fuss publicity and violence the job in corfu should be easy spring lauren a 15 year old

schoolgirl from the luxury compound of the tech billionaire julian hepworth hepworth s young handsome

and charismatic he s also a suspected paedophile who under the guise of training a girls tennis team has

set up an abusive cult but as mcintyre sets up his operation in the exclusive north eastern corner of the

island things quickly start to slip out of his control first lauren s father turns up threatening to give the

game away and soon mcintyre s having to contend with albanian gangsters greek drug dealers psychotic

bodyguards flat earthers and spoilt wealthy teenagers looking for dangerous kicks to further complicate

things lauren s planning her own jailbreak it looks like things are going to be a lot harder than mcintyre s



used to luckily he has his team around him a motley and colourful bunch each with their own speciality

the intertwined stories come together as the various characters all converge on a glamorous summer

party at hepworth s spectacular villa can mcintyre play the different factions off against each other and get

lauren to safety without things going horribly wrong whatever gets you through the night is a crime novel

with a thrillingly dark heart about the truths that lurk beneath the picture post card surface of a sunny

mediterranean idyll

The Fear 2014-04

james bond s every move is being watched he alone holds the clue to a sinister plot that will bring

bloodshed and carnage to his school and his country forced to flee from eton to austria james must leave

behind everything he knows with only a beautiful and dangerous girl by his side soon he is trapped in a

deadly war of secrets and lies as a nightmare reunion with a bitter enemy throws him once more into the

path of death with nowhere to run and no one to trust james will have to uncover the truth behind an evil

plot before all is lost

Whatever Gets You Through the Night 2023-01-12

from the author of the latest official james bond novel charlie higson s thrillers are major events mark

billingham very funny and utterly unstoppable the times a sizzlingly paced modern thriller nme a man kills

a prospective buyer for his car on the verge of becoming a name in the interior design world he can t

afford a scandal and must discreetly dispose of the body not an easy job when the whole of london

seems to be conspiring against him action consequence retribution getting rid of mister kitchen is a

sustained nightmare of thwarted ambition a dante esque tour of a world at home with tarantino and

temazepam where motive is meaningless and justice is just another victim

The Young Bond Series, Book Five: By Royal Command (A James Bond

Adventure) 2011-05-10

james bond is vacationing in mexico at the home of ex flying ace jack stone when a hurricane hits as the

storm rages a gang of thieves targets the contents of stone s safe stone s children are kidnapped and

james embarks on a perilous rescue mission that leads him to lágrimas negras a haven for deadly

criminals james will have to use all of his cunning to outwit their leader el huracán but the only way off the

island is through a treacherous maze la avenida de la muerte on this terrifying trail of greed and betrayal

only danger is guaranteed survival is not contains a sneak peek at by royal command book five in the

explosive young bond series coming may 2010



Getting Rid Of Mister Kitchen 2015-09-17

a hilarious new book from the bestselling children s author adrian mole for the new generation made me

cry with laughter and my heart ache lisa thompson author of the goldfish boy funniest book ever ross

welford author of time travelling with a hamster stan is going on holiday to italy with his fifth best friend

felix and a load of strangers stan is absolutely terrified luckily his mum s given him an emergency list that

includes how to survive a shark attack and what to do if he gets kidnapped stan thinks that a better list

would include how to cope with odd food and what to do if he accidentally calls felix s mum mum in front

of everybody and it soon turns out italy is full of dangers and things that can go wrong one thing s for

certain stan s not going to come back the same boy he left he just hope he comes back at all worst

holiday ever is a story about facing fears dealing with worries and how it s ok to be anxious scared and

sometimes a little bit brave

The Young Bond Series, Book Four: Hurricane Gold (A James Bond

Adventure) 2010-04-06

young bond by royal command is the fifth heart stopping instalment in the phenomenal young bond series

by charlie higson life for james bond will never be the same again following a treacherous rescue mission

high in the freezing alps james bond is preparing for life back at eton but james is under surveillance his

every move is being watched he alone holds the clue to a sinister plot that will bring bloodshed and

carnage to his school and his country life for james bond will never be the same again action packed and

not for the faint hearted daily mail double oh so good sunday times youngbond com

Worst. Holiday. Ever. 2021-04-29

follows the dual storylines of small sam on his search for ella and of shadowman s discoveries about saint

george and the disease itself

Young Bond By Royal Command 2012-05-29

the sacrifice is the fourth gruesome and horrifying book in charlie higson s brilliant zombie series the

sickness destroyed everyone over the age of fourteen all across london diseased adults are waiting

hungry predators with rotten flesh and ravaged minds small sam and his unlikely ally the kid have

survived they re safe with ed and his friends at the tower of london but sam is desperate to find his sister

their search for ella means sam and the kid must cross the forbidden zone and what awaits them there is

more terrifying than any of the horror they ve suffered so far lord of the flies with zombies rick riordan

creator of the percy jackson series charlie higson is the bestselling author of young bond and creator of

the fast show perfect for bloodthirsty fans of darren shan and 28 days later



The Sacrifice 2014-07-11

what does it take to become the greatest secret agent the world has ever known in this thrilling prequel to

the adventure of james bond 007 readers meet a young boy whose inquisitive mind and determination set

him on a path that will someday take him across the globe in pursuit of the most dangerous criminals of

all time div divthirteen year old james bond cannot wait to get away from eton his stuffy boarding school

and visit his aunt and uncle in the highlands of scotland upon arriving he learns that a local boy alfie kelly

has gone missing james teams up with the boy s cousin red to investigate the disappearance the clues

lead them to the castle of lord hellebore a madman with a thirst for power despite unknown dangers

james is determined to find the lost boy but what he discovers in the dark basement of hellebore s estate

will forever change his life

The Sacrifice 2014-04-01

future spy james bond a teenager in the 1930s travels from hurricane damaged mexico to lagrimas

negras a caribbean island containing a deadly obstacle course as he tries to rescue two american children

abducted by criminals

The Young Bond Series, Book One: SilverFin (A James Bond Adventure,

new cover) 2009-03-10

it all comes to an end in the final book in the enemy series the sickness struck everyone over fourteen

first it twisted their minds next it ravaged their bodies now they roam the streets crazed and hungry sickos

swarm the streets of london gathered in the centre of the city they lie in wait the survivors have one final

epic battle to overcome together they must work out a plan of attack and end the grown ups reign of

terror before it s too late the end is coming

Hurricane Gold 2009

since 2005 readers have traveled the world with a young man whose inquisitive mind determination and

thirst for adventure would set him on a course for greatness now see young bond in action for the very

first time there s something slithering in the dark waters around a scottish castle something that must be

kept secret something deadly one man with a thirst for power will use it whatever the cost one boy stands

in the way his name is bond james bond

The End (The Enemy Book 7) 2015-10-29



SilverFin: The Graphic Novel (A James Bond Adventure) 2010-05-18
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